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A periodically perturbed autonomous system with an isolated periodic 
orbit has a periodic surface as is well known. The behavior of this surface 
with respect to T, the period of the distnrbance, is studied. The results include 
that the surface exists for all T when E is sticiently small, where e is the 
perturbation parameter. Stability properties hold uniformly with respect to T. 
Further, growth estimates with respect to E of the surface and its first T 
derivative are found. These estimates are extremely useful in discussing 
periodic solutions on the periodic surface. Incidental in the work is the formula 
for the invariant mamfold for the quasilinear version of the system considered 
by Coppel and Palmer. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the perturbed autonomous system 
x’ = X(x) + eR(t/T, x, E). (14 
We assume 
x’ = X(x) (W 
has a periodic soIution u(t) of Ieast period I. The variational equation, 
w’ = X&(t))w (1.3) 
(considered as a system with period l), has 1 as a characteristic multiplier due 
to the solution w = uf. We assume that this is the only characteristic 
multiplier with absolute value 1. X and R are Cs with respect to x in a 
neighborhood of the curve x = u(B): 0 < 0 < 1, and R has period 1 in its 
first variable. 
* This research was supported in part by NSF University Institutional Grant for 
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It is well known (cf. [lo, pp. 210-215; 11, p. 729; 8, pp. 212-2151 and 
[13, pp. 42-531) that normal coordinates exist for u, 
3 = u(e) + qqy, U-4) 
where Z(0) is a C3 l-periodic n x (n - 1) matrix and y is an n - 1 vector. 
Equation (1.4) is one-to-one for 0 < 8 < 1 and ]I y /I sufficiently small; and 
Eq. (1.4) used in (1 .l) gives the normal system 
6’ = 1 + W,Y)Y + ~u(t/T, &Y, ~1, 
y’ = 49~ + W,Y)Y + <V/T, RY, ~1, 
(1.5) 
where G(0, 0) = 0 andy’ = A(t)y h as an exponential dichotomy [ 10, p. 2161, 
the right-hand side is C2 in B and y and l-periodic in 6, T-periodic in t. 
Equation (1.5) is used to show the existence of an invariant periodic surface, 
x = H(t, 8, E), which is l-periodic in 8, T-periodc in t, and H(t, 0, 0) E u(B) 
(cf. [ll, 8,9], also see [7] where 0 is used as the independent variable). 
Previously, the variation of H with respect to T had not been considered. 
The periodic surface depends on T and can be written as x = H(t/T, 0, T, E), 
where H is l-periodic in its first two variables. Theorem 2 will show 
H(t, 6, T, 6) is C1 in T as well as in t and 8. Further, S/e and TS& are 
uniformly bounded in t, 6, T, E for all sufficiently small E where S(t, 0, T, 6) 
is defined by H = u + ZS. Solutions of (1.1) on x = H satisfy a differential 
equation on a torus 
0’ = k(t/T, 0, T, E), (1.6) 
and the estimates on S will lead to an excellent qualitative description, for all 
small E, of the points in the T--E plane for which periodic solutions (on the 
torus) exist to (1.6), a description, which is in a large sense best possible [l]. 
Diliberto [9] has treated autonomous systems like (1.5) where 0 is ap vector 
and A(B) is block diagonal definite [t of (1.5) is one of the components of 01. 
In (1.5), A(B) is not necessarily block diagonal definite. If a real invertible 
l-periodic Ca matrix B(t) exists such that 
c(t) = B-l(t)@(t) B(t) - B’(t)) 
is block diagonal definite, then the transformation y = B(B)z changes (1.5) 
to a similar system in (8, x) where A(B) is replaced by C(0). However, there 
are systems y’ = A(t)y for which no such B(t) exists. 
Coppel and Palmer [7] consider a system like (1.5) where 6 is a p vector 
but A(B) is replaced by A(t). Th e use of 0 as the independent variable would 
put (1.5) in the Coppel-Palmer form. However, the author has not found 
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useful results in this form concerning the behavior of the periodic surface 
with respect to T. 
We shall treat a system which is a cross between the types considered by 
Diliberto and by Coppel and Palmer in the case where the rotation variable 0 
is one dimensional. 
Concerning notation, R1 will denote the real number system, and // I/ is a 
vector norm, or its corresponding sup-norm or matrix norm. Variables will 
be systematicaly omitted when no confusion results. 
2. THE NORMAL SYSTEM 
Let the system 
0’ = T[l +f(t, 8, Y, T, P”, 41, 
Y’ = T[A(4 @Y + dt, $2 Y, T, PL, 47, 
W) 
be l-periodic in t and 8, where the right-hand side is defined for all (t, 0, y, T, 
p, E) in K& = R1 x R1 x {y 1 yin Rnel, l/y II < i) x (0, 00) x J x (-2, Z), 
where it is continuous and C2 in 8, y, T and satisfies the following inequalities: 
(0 11 g 11, 11 Tgz- iI> //go 11, 11 The 11, 11 Wgdr /ix 
II go@ II G M(IlY II2 + I E 0; 
(3 lfl, I VT-I, l.f~L I VTQ/, I ~~~~~~~l,lf~~l,ll~,/l,ll~~~ll~ 
II %-v/l < J,f(llu I! + I 6 I>; 
(iii) iif, I/Y I/ Tfm 11, iif,o 119 iif,, I/> I/g,, 11~ 
II A II> II4 IL II 4, II < m. 
Further, let w’ = A(t, p)w have a fundamental matrix @(t, ,u) such that 
(iv> 11 @(t, p) P@-l(s, p)jl < Me-a(t-sf, t 3 s, 
/I @(t, p)(I - P) @-l(s, p)ll < Me-a(s-t), t < s, 
where a > 0 and P is a constant projection matrix (i.e., P2 = P). Lastly, by 
possibly taking M larger we can assume 
(4 W, 6 Y, T, tc, 4 = g(t, 4 Y, T, PCL, 4 - f(t> ‘5 Y, T, E”, 4 A(@, P)Y 
satisfies the same inequalities as g. 
Some comments are in order. First (2.1) is more general than (1.5) with t/T 
replaced by t and where the right-hand side is allowed to vary with T. 
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Secondly, J is a parameter set and (2.1) can be thought of as the result of a 
normal coordinate transformation, x = ~(0, PC> + Z(B, p)y, applied to 
x’ = X(x, P) + WIT, x, T, P, 4 (2.2) 
valid uniformly for ,u in J, where R, TR, , TRrE , T(TR,), are bounded in a 
neighborhood of x = ~(0, p) : 0 < 0 < 1. The model that the author has in 
mind is a perturbed van der Pal equation, 
x” + p(x2 - 1) x’ + x = E cos(2rt/T*), 
whose autonomous ,+)-periodic limit cycle has been normalized to have 
period 1, T = T*L(p), and J is any compact subset of (0, co). Lastly, we 
are not requiring (2.1) to be even Cl in t. 
3. THE FUNCTIONAL EQUATION F& THE PERIODIC SURFACE 
Consider the quasilinear system 
0’ = f(4 0 
Y’ = WY + g(t, a 
(3.1) 
which is not necessarily periodic, where 8 can be a p vector, and where 
y’ = A(t)y h a an exponential dichotomy, that is, there is a fundamental s 
matrix Q(t), positive constants, K, L, a and p and a constant projection matrix 
P such that 
11 O(t) P~D-~(s)ll < Ke-“I(t-s), t 2 s, 
11 @(t)(I - P) CD-l(s)lj < Le-e(t-S), t < s. 
THEOREM 1. Let 0’ = f (t, 8) have unique solutions existing joy all t, let 
#(t, 7,O) be the solution such that #J( r, 7, 8) = 0 and let g be bounded. Then the 
unique invariant manifold for (3.1) is 
s(t, 0) = /ST, Q(t) pwv) - Jr w)v - p) ~-wj [dv, +(v, t, 91 dv. 
Fwther, if (3.1) is T periodic in t and L periodic in 8, so is S. 
Remark. This theorem gives the unique invariant manifold for the quasi- 
linear case of the Coppel-Palmer system [7]. 
Proof. By uniqueness, #(t, 7, 0) = z,b(t, v, #(v, 7, 0)). The equation 
Y’ = 49 Y + g(t, $0, rj 0 
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has the unique bounded solution 
In case (3.1) is periodic, then we have 
and 
Also @(t + T) = @(t)C for some nonsingular matrix C. But @(t + T) 
satisfies the same exponential dichotomy that @p(t) does, and hence by 
Lemma 4 of Coppel [6, p. 5041, CP = PC. Thus, we have 
@(t + T)P@-l(v + T) = Q(t) P@-l(u) 
together with 
@(t + T)(I- P)@-l(v + T) = @@)(l- P)@-l(v). 
With the above facts, it is easy to show S(t, 8) = S(t + T, 8) = S(t, 6' + L). 
The functional equation for the periodic surface of (2.1) is found in a 
similar manner, and as a first step we write (2.1) as 
8 = Till +f(t, &Y, T, P> 41, 
Y' = @.44 P)Y + Th(t, 0, T, p, E), 
(3.2) 
where (v) of Section 2 was used. Let S(t, BY T, p, E) be l-periodic in t and 6 
and let $(t, T, 8, T, p, E; S) be the solution of the 6’ equation in (3.2) with y 
replaced by S satisfying #(T) = 0. Then @($(t, ,u), p) is a fundamental matrix 
for y’ = +‘A(#, p)y. It can be shown by the methods of the proof of Theorem 
2, that if [I S 11 and 1 E / are small enough, then @(+(t, p), p) satisfies (iv) with 
OL replaced by aT(1 - M(ll S jj + 1 E I)). Thus ,if S(t, 8, T, p., e) is a periodic 
surface which is sufficiently small, then y(t) = S(t, #(t)) satisfies 
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and so must be given by the unique bounded solution 
9(S) = T 1 jl, Qw) P@-“M v, c 0 - jy @c-w - p> @-WV, 4 e,,\ 
x [NV, #(v> t, 4, S(v, #(v, t WI dv. (3.3) 
Thus S must satisfy 
s = qq. (3.4) 
One can check that 9(S) is l-periodic in t and 8. 
4. PRINCIPLE PROPERTIES OF THE SURFACE 
THEOREM 2. Under assumptions (i)+v) there exists a S > 0 such that the 
system (2.1) has a periodic surface y = S(t, 8, T, p, c) where S is defined and 
continuous for all (t, 0, T, p, ) E in K, = R1 X R1 X (0, co) X J X [--6, S] 
and is l-periodic in t and 8. Furthm, for each fixed p, E, S is C1 in t, 0 and T, 
Se is of bounded variation in 0 on 0 : 0 < 0 < 1 uniformly in t, T, ,u, E, and, 
jinally, there is a constant N such that 
II S/c II G N (4.1) 
11 TST/E I/ d N- (4.2) 
If g,(t, 0, 0, T, II, 0) exists uniformly with respect to t and 0, then 
se@, 8, T, P., 0) = T 1 j” q4 PL) m-v + T(v - 0, P) 
- jr&t dv - p) @-l(e + T(V - 9, d/ 
x k&, Q + T(v - if>, 0, T P, ‘31 dv. 
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Remarks. The proof will show there exists a constant Y > 0 such that 
II Sd4 4 , T, E”, c> - %(t, 8, , T, p, e)ll < 7 I 6, - 6, 1 for all (t, 6,) T, pP E) 
and (4 62 , T, P, 4 in KS and II TP%(~, 4 TI , P, 4 - T$T@, 6 T2 , ll~, 41 < 
r 1 ln(T,/T,)j for all (t, 8, Tl , p, E) and (t, 0, T, , p, 6) in Ks . The importance 
of the first inequality is well known while the author is not aware of any use 
for the second. Further, if for some constant MI we have 
II g@, 4 0, T, P, + - cd, 4 0, T, P, O>ll < J4 I 6 I 
for all (t, 0, T, p, e) in K, , then it is easily shown that a constant Ms exists 
such that /j s(t, 6, T, p, 4 - ES&, 0, T, Y, @II < MS I E I2 for d ff, 4 T, CL, 4 
in KS . This is the case for (1.5). 
The results above, of course, include Levinson’s [ll] and Diliberto and 
Hufford’s [8]. Th e method of proof is much like that of Theorem 3.1 of 
Diliberto [9, p. 661 and employs a fixed-point theorem of the type originally 




p = 01(1 - M(’ + 6)) 
y = 2M(Y + 6). 
Without loss of generality we assume that 
a<l<M. 
Choose r > 0 and 6 > 0 so that Y < r; 6 < E and 
0 < 4256M6(r2 + S)/(/3 - 2~)~ < Y. (4.3) 
Some consequences of (4.3) are that 0 < fi - 2y < p - y < /3 < E < 1 and 
these inequalities will be used throughout to simplify estimates. 
Further consequences are 
and 
r < 1, v = 14M4(r + S)/(;a@ - y)) < 1 
o<p-2APr. 
Since most of the estimates below are found by similar techniques and are 
very tedious, most of them will not be derived, merely stated, 
Let Y consist of all n - 1 vector functions A’(t, 6, T, p, 6) with domain Ks 
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which are l-periodic in t and 8. Let sly be the subset of 9 consisting of those 
functions which are C2 in 6 and T such that (1 S 11, I[ S, [I, I[ TST (I, 11 S,, (1, 
II TSTB 11, IJ T( TS,), I/ < r, where /I S Ij = sup{]j S(P)]/ : Pin Ks} for continuous 
functions S on KS . DeJne a mapping 3 : Sp, --f Y by (3.3). r and 6 have been 
chosen so thatg(PV) C g+. and sis a contraction in the sense that 11 S 11, II Q /I, /I S, 11, 
I( Qe 11 < 7 implies 11 B(S) - S(Q)11 < v (1 S - Q jl I/, and, as a bonus, if S is in 
Z, then it, %!% and g(S),, exist are continuous and II s(S), 11, 
II ~6% II, II qaY/T II < y* 
First, estimates on #(t, T, 8, T, ,u, E; S) and its various derivatives are 





1 T&(t, T, 0)l < 3(eYTlt+1 - l)/(r + S) < 6MT j t - 7 I eyTl+I. (4.5) 
Continuing, we obtain 
1 &(t, T, 6)/T I < 3MeYTIt-Tl, (4.6) 
I T&@(t, T, 0)l < 15MT I t - 7 1 e2yTlt-Tl, (4.7) 
I dh(t, ~,e)i < (512) e2yTlt--?i, (4.8) 
j T(T$&(t, T, 0)l < 42MT 1 t - 7 ( eY*lt--71 
f 90MT j t - 7 I e”TIT-Tl(e”Tlt*i - l)/(r + 6), (4.9) 
1 $br7(t, 7  e)l < 6MevTlt-Tl + 45M2T I t - 7 I e2yTlt-T1, (4.10) 
/ #&t, 7, 6)/T / < 8MezyTlt-71. (4.11) 
The existence of the derivatives above follows from the continuity of SOB , 
SrB , Srr [4, Chapter 11. The estimates concerning 7 derivatives follow easily 
from 
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The following estimate is needed to deal with g(S) where S is in Yp . 
/I Q(6) P&l(J;(v, t, i3))ll < Me-sT(t-w), 
// @(O)(l - P) @-l(t&v, t, @))I] < Me-sT(v-t), 
These follow from (iv) and 
t >, v, 
v >, t. 
(4.12) 
0 < T(t - T)(l - M(r + 6)) 9 $(t, 7, 6) - 8, 
#(t, T, 6) - 8 < T(t - T)(l - n/r@ $ s)) < 0, 
where the last inequalities are consequences of 
Equation (3.3) immediately gives 
II %9l 9 T 1s” 
-03 
&!e-sT(t-v) + Jy lMe-sT’v-t)/ [M(G + S)] dv 
d 2MZ(r2 + q//3 < r. (4.13) 
Now 
II us - Jw) %ql 
is 
t <T J/fBe-(B-Y)T(t--u) + sl” ~2e-‘“-T”‘.-t’~ p/q2 +S)] &
+ Tjit J,fe-w-?m-to + JW ~e-wYmv--t) 1 
x p&y 8) + M(Y + S)Y] lv 
< cm3 + 4M2)(r2 + WB - Y) 
505/12/3-6 
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II TIC% - %Vl 
Is 
t 
<T M2e-BT(t-“)(3)(eyT(t-v) - l)/(r + 6) -02 
+ sr M2e-PT(w-t)(3)(eyT(“-t) - l)/(r + S)/ [M(r2 + S)] dv 
+ T/f 
Me-BT(t-u)(3)(eyT(t-zr) - l)/(r + S) 
--m 
+ Jrn ~e-a’(v-tl(3)(eyT(u-t)-l)/(r + S),/ [My2 + 6) + M(r + S)Y] dv 
t 
+Tlr” J,fe-L7m-“) + s [M(r2 + S) + M(r + S)r] dv -03 
d wM4 + 24~3x9 + s)j~p - r)) + 4~79 + s)p, 
and 
d II TUT - qm + II w9ll 
G wM4 + 24M3v + wuv - y)) + 4~v3 + q/p + 2~79 + q/p 
G 42 ~4(~2 + wm - 7)) (4.16) 
< r. 
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Continuing similarly gives 
II TY(S>, II < 284M5(r2 + S)/(p - 2~)’ < y, (4.17) 
II qq%l II < 53M4(r2 + S)/(P - W < r, (4.18) 
II q%/~ll < 134M5(9 + W(P - 2Y) B r, (4.19) 
II W”%‘+),II < 4256M6(r2 + SW - 2~)~ < r, (4.20) 
II I, II < 765M’V + s)/(P - 2~)~ < r. (4.21) 
It should be pointed out that the t derivatives of B(S) exist and are continuous 
because of (3.3), where $J = #(v, t, e), and the needed T-derivatives of 
$(tr(t, ~,0, T, p, E; 5’) exist and are continuous. 
The contraction is now needed and only the key estimates will be given. 
Let II Sll, IIQ II, II 81 II, IIQo II B y and let $ = $Cf, 7, 4 T P, E; 8) and 
d = $(t, T,& T, P, E; Q). Then 
W> T> 4 - +(t, ~>e) = T f WV> A S(v> ~9) - f(v> $3 Q)fv> d)>l dv 7 
implies 
I W, ~>f4 - W, T> ‘31 d MT II S - Q II I t - ,- I 
+ YT j 1: I #(v, ~>o) - $(g, 7, @I dv j 
and by Gronwall’s inequality we obtain 
I 4(t, 7, 0) - +(t, 7, S)l < II S - Q ll(eYTlt-T~ - l)/(r -I- 6). 
Next, for 0 < u < 1, we obtain 
I #@, t> 0) + u(~(v, t, 0) - +(v, 4 6) - 0 - T(z; - t))! 
= I (1 - +” ~;fh $2 Q(a, +>I do + UT j-+ $, S(u, #)) du j 
< (1 - u) TM@ + 6) j v - t ) + uTM(r + S) j v - t / 
= MT@ + S) j v - t I, 
and this implies 
6~ - b(v, t> 0) - +k 4 ‘? - +(v, 4 0)) Z T(t - ~)(l - M(r + 6)) > 0, 
t > v, 
0 2 - WJ - t)(l - M(r + 6)) 2 0 - +(v, t, 0) - u(#(v, t, 0) - +(a, t, o)), 
v z t. 
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z.zz 11 -1: @hi pW4 + 44 - 4) 44 + 44 - $1) d44 - 4) I( 
< M2Ij S - Q 11 [(e---21) - I)/@ + S)] e-BT(t-u). (4.22) 
Likewise, for v 2 t, 
11 @@)(I - ~>(@“($(v, 4 0)) - @“(#(v, t, e))jl < M2’21j S - Q 11 
. [(&wJ4 _ l)/(Y + S)] e--BT(P1--t) 
The contraction estimate is now easily made and found to be 
II g(S) - g(Q)11 ,< {(4M’ + 8M3)(r2 + W(P(P - r)) + 2Jf2(r + S)/&ll S-Q/l 
G {14M4(5- + WW’ - r))) II S - Q II = 41 S - 8 II, 
(4.23) 
where 0 < v < 1 by (4.3). 
Ifs,, = OandS,,, = B(S,), then S = lim S, exists uniformly on K, and 
S is continuous. Consider {Sns(t, 0, T, p, E)):=~ for fixed p, E. By estimates 
(4.17), (4.18), and (4.19) this sequence is uniformly bounded and equicon- 
tinuous on each compact subset of RR1 x R1 x (0, co) and an application of 
the Ascoli lemma to (S,) shows that S, exists, is continuous in (t, 0, T), and 
]I S, I] < 1. Further, it follows that 
II s& 4 , T> P> v) - w, 4 2 T PL, 41 -G r I 4 - 8, I 
from.(4.18). Similarly, it is shown that S, exists as a continuous function of 
(t, 8, T) for each fixed p, E, II TS, [I < I and 
II T,S&, 4 TX , P, 4 - TiA-(~, 4 Tz , P, 41 < r I In(T,/T,)l. 
Since Ij S/j, I] S e ]I < P we see that 
II s - W)ll < II s - &,I II + II ~6%) - w9ll < II s - ST&+, II + 4 8, - s II 
for all n, and thus S = s(S). The assertion about S, now follows from the 
fact that #(t, T, 0, T, p, E; S) is Cl in (t, T, 0, T) because S is Cl in (0, T) and 
4 = $(v, t, 0, T, TV, E; S) in (3.3) and S = B(S) (and incidentally, II S, 11 < r). 
From S = Q(S), we obtah II S/c I[< (2~a/P)(II S II II S/e II + 1) 9 
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(2Mzr/j3)[l S/e (( + ZMz/fi which gives jj S/c I\ < 2M2/(@ - AMY), where 
@ - 2M2r > 0 as a consequence of (4.3). Again using S = 9(S) and (4.15) 
we obtain in a similar manner to that of (4.16) 
II T&/E II & II Sk II + (W-f” + 241+f3)/(P(P - ~)Wll S/e Ii + 1) 
+ (4M2bw II sic II + 1). 
By choosing N large enough we obtain (4.1) and (4.2). 
The computation of S, is straight forward [(4.1) is conveniently used] and 
will be omitted. 
5. TKE STABILITY MANIFOLDS 
The stability analysis is very much like that of Palmer [12, pp. 372-3921 
and will be sketched. First, if (4(t), y(t)) is a solution of (2.1) with 11 y(t)]j < r 
for all t 2 r, where r and E satisfy 1 - M(Y -f- / E I) > 0, then @(#(t)) satisfies 
the exponential dichotomy (iv) for t, s > 7 with ca replaced by 
Consequently, y(t) satisfies the integral equation 
where t? = $!J(T) and p = y(T). C onsider now, Eq. (5.1) together with the 
integral equation 
W> = LJ + TO - 4 + T s ‘S@, GW,YM) dv. (5.21 7 
Let r and 6 be chosen so that 0 < r < F, 0 < 6 < <, and 
0 < 96M4(r2 + S),‘q & r, (5.3) 
where,q = ~(1 - 2M2(r + 6)). Th en successive approximations in (S.l)-(S.2) 
lead to a solution (+(t, T, 19, p), y(t, T, 6, p)) if II p I] < Y and 1 E 1 < 8. [With 
& = B + T(t - T), y. = c@(O) P@-l(0)p, th e author has obtained estimates 
of the form ( $,&t) - &(t)[, (I y,+l(t) - yn(t)l/ < L2-ne@+-7)/2, where L is a 
constant independent of T. The limit (+, y) satisfies 1 #(t) - z,&(f)[, 
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11 y(t) - y,(t)11 < L~-‘Q~T(~-~)/~. Th e exponential dichotomies that occur have 
exponential decay ~?-fl(~-~) and consequently (z&y) can be shown to satisfy 
(5.1)-(5.2).] Please note that r and 6 have been chosen independent of T. 
y(~-) satisfies 
which shows that for each (Q-, 8), the positive stability manifold has dimension 
k, where k is the rank of P and also of CD(~) P@-l(8). Of course, complimentary 
results hold for the negative stability manifold. 
Next we will show that solutions bounded on half-lines tend to the surface 
exponentially. Let r and 8 be chosen as in (4.3). Let (4, z) be a solution (2.1) 
such that 1 E 1 < S and 11 x(t)\] < r f or all t > 7. Let y(t) = S(t, 4(t)). To 
estimate ]I x(t) - y(t)11 we need the partial-differential equation which S(t, 6) 
satisfies, namely, 
s, + &T(l +f(t, 0, 8)) = T.44 S + T& 4 s). 
Thus 
z’ - y’ = TQ) 2 + Tg(t, ~44 - W, 4) - Se@, +) # 
= T44) x + T.(t, A.4 + S&> 4) W + f(t, AY)) 
- T44) Y - T’(t, 4, Y) - S&s 4) W + f(4 +s 4) 
= 4s’4+)(2: - Y) + W, 
where 
Z(t) = g(t, $4 4 - A4 4, Y) -I-(& 94  4N~ - Y> 
- Se@, C,4(.& A 4 - f(t, $2 Y>>* 
It follows that 
II WI < 3Jfv + 91 44 - Y(W 
Let r < s < t. Then 
+> - y(t) = @‘(4(t)) p@-lciwKm - Y(d) 
+ T s” W(t)) P@“WN 44 dv 8 
- T s ; @($(t>)(-r - P) @“(VW> 44 dv, 
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which gives 
5OB 
II df) - r(t>ll d M II 4) - y(4ll e-++s) 
+ 3AP(r + S)T Jr 11 z(v) -y(v)/1 e-5T(v-t) dv. (5.4) 
Here 6Ms(r + S)//3 < v/2 < l/2, where v = 14M4(~ + S)/(fl@ - y)) < 1 
[cf. below (4.3)]. Th e inequality (5.4) has occurred several times in the liter- 
ature, see Chang [3, pp. 442-4231, Coppel [5, p. 801, and Palmer [X2, pp. 
391-3921, and with 6M3(r + a)//3 < l/2, their method gives 
I/ z(t) -y(t)// < 2MII z(s) - y(s)11 e-5T(t-s)/2a 
Lastly, the methods of Palmer can be adopted easily to show (4, x)tends 
exponentially to a solution ($(t), S(t, 4(t))) of (2.1) on the surface S. 
6. PERIODIC SOLUTIONS 
Let (2.1) arise from (1 .l). If S(t, 19, T, c) is as in Theorem 2, then 
H(t, 0, T, G) = u(0) + Z(0) S(t, 8, T, e). The result of Section 5 pertinent to 
the present discussion is that if x(t) = @(8(t)) + 2(0(t)) y(t) is a pT-periodic 
solution to (l.l), where p is a positive integer, such that I] y(t)/1 < r, then x(t) 
must be on the surface x = H, that is, y(t) = S(t/T, 6(t)) and B(t) is a 
pT-periodic solution (on the torus) to 
8' = K(t/T, 8, T, c), (6.1) 
Consequently, the discussion of pT-periodic solutions to (1.1) in the 
neighborhood N,. = (X : x = ~(0) + Z(B)y, j] y I\ < r, 0 < 0 < 1) of 
x = u(6) : 0 < B < 1 is reduced to consideration of (1.6). Note that N, is 
independent of T. 
Now 
K(t, 0, T, E) = 1 + ~m(t, 8, T, E)' 
where m is the continuous function defined by 
Nt, 4 T, 4 = W, W, 0, T, 4) s(t, 4 T, 4/e + -fS, 4 s(t, 4 T, 44 
for E # 0 and m(t, 6, T, 0) =F(B, 0) S,(t, 0, T, 0) + U(t, 0, 0,O)e By (4.1) 
and (4.2) we have 
I m@, ‘4 T, 4, I Tm&, 4 T, 4 < JG (6.1) 
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for all (t, 8, T, ) E in R1 x R1 x (0, co) x [A, 61, where Ma is a constant 
[of course, independent of (t, 0, T, c)]. F rom the results of Poincare, Bohl, 
and Denjoy [4, Chapter 171 we have that if O(t) is a pT-periodic solution of 
(1.6), then there is a unique integer q such that 
I = e(O) + 4. (6.2) 
Let A,, be the set of points in the T---E plane corresponding to solutions of 
(1.6) satisfying (6.2) when / E j < 8 = min(6, l/Ma). Then {A, :p, q 
relatively prime positive integers) is a disjoint collection and u,,, A,, accounts 
for all periodic solutions to (1.6) and, of course, to (1.1) in N, when 1 E 1 < 8. 
The methods of [l] together with the inequality (6.1) can be used to prove 
that for each relatively prime pair (p, q) there exists two continuous functions 
of E, Tg, Tz defined for 1 E ] < 6 such that 
and 
A,, = {(T, 6) : I E 1 < 6, Tiq(c) 9 T < TE(+ 
Further 
D+Tzq(0) = D-T;(O), D+Tg(O) = D-TLq(0), 
where Df and D- denote right and left derivatives. Examples show that this 
description is best possible. 
In [2] lesser results are obtained with less work on the problem of charac- 
terizing periodic solutions to (1.1). 
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